Green lack area investigation
I Brief introduction about The Green Lake Area
As a provincial capital, Kunming city is one of the indispensable object about research of comfortable city. The famous writer Wang Zengqi said "no Green Lake is
no Kunming". Extend north to Yi-er-yi street, est to the Beimen Street and Huashan West Road, west to Qianju Street, south to the Renming road, the study area of
Green Lake is about 112 hectares (Figure 8), where embodies the history, culture and civic customs about Kunming. Green Lake area is located in the center of
Kunming, which can be seen from the Qing Dynasty topographic map (Figure 10).
In the study area, Green Lack Park is about 21 hectares, the water area of 15 hectares. Before Yuan Dynasty, it named the nine dragon pool because of nine springs in
the water, the water inflow to Dianchi Lake. With the ancient flood project and urban construction, the link between Green Lake and Dianchi Lake was cut off. In
Green Lake Park, there are rich variety of plants and Animals, lotus as the main aquatic plants.
Area around the Green lack carries the memory of situation and trajectory about history of Kunming city: from the urban development track we can find that she is
the core area of Kunming city (Figure 5), the area has a history construction since the Ming Dynasty (Figure 6).In Qing Dynasty the imperial examination about
Yunnan was hold here. In 1920s -1940s, students of the school of the military, students of Southwest United University, more than 170 academicians, two Nobel
Prize winners were lived here, they left Cultural atmosphere for Green Lake.
The Green lack area is also the most popular place to Kunming people. In morning and evening, many people come to the Green lack park to do fitness activities,
different ethnic groups to dance and singing here also. The area is also the favorite destination to tourists in Kunming.
II Research based on the improvement of comfort in the Green Lake Area
The Green Lake area has become the window of Kunming because of its natural, cultural atmosphere, traffic accessibility. It has been a window from which image of
the city can be show, but also reflects the living comfort of the public places. Improve the city comfort involves three aspects of problem:

A How to enhance the natural environment?
how to form a green lake as the core of the ecological green corridor, radiation city ?
Whether the water of Green Lake can be restored and re-connect water in Dianchi Lake?
How to restore and protect the water quality?
B How to revival urban culture?
how to form a cultural center of Cuihu District, the core radiation of the city?
In what form the city culture of Kunming can be inherited and innovated?
How to develop a suitable urban culture strategy?
How to promote the public to participate in the construction and construction of Green Lake area of cultural industries and the environment?
Does the number of urban public service facilities need to be increased?
How to change the function of old buildings to meet the need of public service or business facility?
C How to enhance comfort level of social environment?
How to coordinate the relationship between urban governance and public participation in process of transformation and upgrading?
How to coordinate the relationship between developers and the public interest?
III Introduction to research work
As teachers of the School of Architecture and Urban Planning of Yunnan University, Wang Jiequan, Yang Zijiang, Liu Hongbo, Gao Jin, Mo Fei, etc., has guide
students of landscape architecture to choose this site as a research and practice object, They began to study the site since 2016. 7 students had finished the research
about the area as their graduation design, and for two consecutive years the site was chosen as practice object for students in 3rd grade. In September 2017, it was
chosen as object of the "China-Europe Comfort Cities Comparative Study", which co-op with the French Working Group, Martine BOUCHIER, Bernard
HAUMONT, Stephane BOUFFLET, professors and researchers in ENSAPVS and the CRH / LAVUE / CNRS Labs. The research is supported by teachers of Yunnan
University Cultural Industry Development Institute also. All these teachers has commonly guidance students to investigate the Green Lake Area, they also jointly
guide the student design course.
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Shangri-La City investigation
The word Shangri-la (Shangri-la) in Tibetan means "the heart of the sun and the moon". Shangri-La city is capital of Diqing Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in
Yunnan Province. The city was formerly known as Zhongdian, and changed the name to Shangri-La at 2001. It is located at the edge of three provinces, Yunnan,
Sichuan, Tibet. It is also scenic location of the world's natural heritage "Three-river parallel". At the average elevation of 3459 meters, the landscape can be divided
into the form of mountain, plateau, basin, valley. The temperature keep little difference with no summer, the average temperature if 5.5 ℃. At the end of 2011, the
total population of Shangri-La is 175 000people. In addition to the main ethnic Tibetan, there are Han, Naxi, Yi, Bai and other 20 ethnic groups live in Shangri-La.
Shangri-La appear in famous novel "Lost Horizen " writen by the British writer James Hilton's at 1930s. The story is run at Shangri-La City. Wu Liangyong, a
Chinese famous architect, describe landscape of the city in this sentence, Du ke zong in the Tibetan language means moon, Ni wang zong in Tibetan means sun, If see
towards Song zan lin(Ni wang zong) Temple from ancient city(Du ke zong), the city's main street Long-March Avenue just put them together.
The investigation is done by Martin BOUCHIER and WANG Jiequan. The main purpose of the survey is to understand the national culture in the embodiment of the
city in Yunnan Province. We have studied Songzan Lin Temple with Tibetan culture and religious beliefs, new regional and repair areas in ancient city after fire
disaster, the Kang zang commerce center as well as to adapt to the development and construction of contemporary time. Most of local habitants have kept their
beliefs and traditional customs, they ofent go to the temple for worship and walk around the mountains at night. A few new form appear in Tibetan houses because of
the use of new materials such as glass, acier, as well as the use of solar energy. Resident sanitation and heating equipment has been modernized. due to the
improvement of living facilities, living comfort has been improved. The style which has a column in the middle of livingroom in traditional houses has been kept, the
column symbolizes wealth and status. The relationship between residents is harmony because of their preservation and traditional customs.
Befor the survey, Wang Jiequan guided six students in their graduation design in 2012. The graduation design won the second prize of National Academy of
Landscape Architecture for graduate design. In 2011, Wang Jiequan work as main architect designed Kang Zang commerce center projects at the crosse between
Long March Avenue and Yunnan Tea Horse Road. This buiding was constructed in 2014.
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